Abstract-Robot-aided gait training can increase the duration and number of training sessions while reducing the number of therapists required for each patient. However, current automated gait trainers do not adapt their movement to the patient's muscular efforts and passive musculoskeletal properties. Furthermore, robot-aided training without therapists lacks the feedback required for patient assessment. In this article, we present results from the literature and our research to provide an overview of novel human-centered strategies for robot behaviors that are patient-cooperative and support motorfunction assessment. Combining robot-aided training with robot-aided assessment will likely make future gait therapy easier, more comfortable, and more efficient. Broad clinical testing is still required for proving this assumption.
INTRODUCTION

Human-Centered Robotics
Within the last 10 to 15 years, robots have become increasingly common in nonindustrial environments, such as private homes, hospitals, and service areas. These robots are often called "human-centered" or "humanfriendly" systems because of the close interaction between the robotic manipulation system and the human being [1] [2] [3] . This close interaction can include contactfree sharing of a common workspace or direct physical human-machine contact.
In comparison with the traditional metrics of performance with industrial robots in structured environments, human-centered robot interaction implies a totally different set of requirements for performance measurement [2] . Such requirements include safety, flexibility, mechanical compliance, gentleness, adaptability toward the user, ease of use, communicative skills, and even humanoid appearance and behavior.
Several groups claim that human-centered robots must be autonomous, easy to use, and capable of providing a high level of comfort, functionality, and pleasure [4] . Heinzmann and Zelinsky added that human-centered robots should have natural communication channels [1] , including not only language but also facial gestures and expressions [5] .
Incorporation of particular user-cooperative control strategies is highly challenging whenever the human user and robot are in direct (mechanical) contact. In many applications, the goal is for the robot to detect the user's movement intention and follow him or her rather than impose a predefined movement on the user. For example, application of impedance control laws allows the user to deviate from a predefined reference trajectory [6] [7] [8] .
Other researchers have introduced adaptive control methods that adjust the robot behavior to the user and, thus, make the technical components more flexible [9] and easier to use. Ikeura et al. have developed humanfriendly robotic approaches in which the robot copies the human characteristics while helping the user carry an object [10] . Lum et al. have developed a similar system in which a robotic apparatus supports a stroke patient's paralyzed hand to correct the orientation of an object carried by the patient (e.g., a cafeteria tray) [11] .
The application of human-centered robots in rehabilitation is not new. Bien and Stefanov define humancentered rehabilitation robots as those which perform their functions without disturbing the user or causing him or her any pain, inconvenience, or movement restriction [4] . However, in the rehabilitation field, most human-centered robot applications are limited to the home-assistance tasks of bedridden or elderly subjects [5, [12] [13] .
This article applies novel human-centered principles to robot-aided treadmill training. We present promising methods from the literature as well as our own research that show that rehabilitation robots can behave in a patient-cooperative way and automatically assess motor functions upon mechanical interaction with the patient. Human-centered rehabilitation robotics may not only make operation of robot-aided treadmill training easier but also increase the therapeutic outcome.
Rationale for Treadmill Training
Task-oriented repetitive movements can improve muscular strength and movement coordination in patients with impairments due to neurological or orthopedic problems. A typical repetitive functional movement is human gait. For example, weight-supported treadmill training has been shown to improve gait and lower-limb motor function in patients with locomotor disorders [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Manually assisted treadmill training has been used for more than 10 years as a regular therapy for patients with spinal cord injury (SCI) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] or stroke [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Numerous clinical studies (with limited sample sizes) support the efficacy of such training. More specifically, for hemiparetic patients, weight-supported treadmill training has been shown to improve balance [22, 25] , lower-limb motor recovery [22] [23] 25] , walking speed [22, [25] [26] , endurance [27] , and other important gait characteristics, such as symmetry, stride length, and double stance time [22, 26] . Preliminary studies indicate that these positive therapeutic effects are also obtained in patients with other pathologies, such as multiple sclerosis (MS), Parkinson's disease, and traumatic brain injury (TBI) [28] [29] [30] .
In a new study, Barbeau and Visintin have shown that partial weight-supported treadmill training in severely impaired stroke subjects results in better walking and postural abilities than gait training in which patients bear their full weight [31] . This result shows that, for an optimal therapeutic outcome, strategies for gait retraining may have to change according to the patient's neurological severity. Studies in patients with chronic SCI also showed benefits [29] .
Two recent systematic reviews evaluated the efficacy of body-weight supported treadmill training for stroke patients [32] [33] . In the first, Teasell et al. pointed out the conflicting evidence among the different studies [32] . In the second, Moseley et al. concluded that treadmill training and/or body-weight support did not affect functional outcome as compared with conventional overground gait training [33] . These studies show that further active investigations are still needed. Adequately sized randomized clinical trials have not yet been reported that sufficiently prove that treadmill training with body-weight support is more effective than, for example, usual-dose intensity-matched physical therapy.
Human-Centered Robotics Applied to Treadmill Training
Manually assisted treadmill training has several major limitations. The training is labor-intensive; therefore, training duration is usually limited by personnel shortages and therapist, not patient, fatigue. Furthermore, therapists often experience back pain because the training is performed in an ergonomically unfavorable seating posture. Consequently, training sessions are shorter than may be required for an optimal therapeutic outcome. Finally, manually assisted treadmill training lacks repeatability and objective measures of patient performance and progress.
In contrast, the duration and number of sessions in automated (i.e., robot-aided) gait training can be increased while reducing the number of therapists required for each patient. Indeed, one therapist may be able to train two or more patients in the future. Perhaps more importantly, because the gait patterns imposed by the robot assistance are consistent and customized to the patient, appropriate afferent sensory input can be activated. This input is believed to be critical in modulating the timing and amplitude of lower-limb muscle activity [34] . In particular, an automatic gait trainer that is based on an actuated orthosis principle (exoskeleton) can move the leg in a defined trajectory. Thus, a higher load can be induced through the stance leg, which results in a concomitant increase in afferent input.
Current automated gait trainers, such as the Lokomat (Hocoma, AG , Volketswil, Switzerland) [35] , the Ambulation-assisting Robotic Tool for Human Rehabilitation and the pelvic assist manipulator (known as ARTHuR and PAM, respectively; not commercially available) [36] [37] , the GaitTrainer (Reha-Stim, Berlin, Germany) [38] , the Robotic Walking Simulator (not commercially available) [39] , and the Dual Stewart Platform Mobility Simulator (not commercially available) [40] , do not (or do not fully) adapt their movement to the activity or passivity of the patient, whose limbs will be moved along a predefined fixed trajectory. Furthermore, neither the patient nor the therapist is informed about the patient's muscle activity and motor-control performance. To date, the devices are not able to perform inter-and posttherapy patient assessment.
Current research efforts are directed at the development of "patient-cooperative" or "subject-centered" strategies that will recognize the patient's movement intention and motor abilities in terms of muscular efforts, feed the information back to the patient, and adapt the robotic assistance to the patient's contribution. The best control and display strategies may do the same as a qualified human therapist; i.e., they will assist the patient's movement only as much as necessary and inform the patient how best to coordinate voluntary muscle efforts for a particular motion. Therefore, the patient actively learns the spatiotemporal patterns of muscle activation associated with normal gait.
Further developments focus on the design of automated patient-assessment strategies. Recorded data from joint angles, velocities, and torques can be processed for quantification of the biomechanical and neurological states of the patient during or after robot-aided training. Parameters such as joint range of motion, maximum voluntary muscle force, or level of spasticity may provide the therapist with valuable information that can be applied to the patient's rehabilitation process.
Advantages of Robot-Aided Treadmill Training with Lokomat
The human-centered strategies presented in this article are based on the automated gait trainer Lokomat [35] . The Lokomat is a bilateral robotic orthosis that is used along with a body-weight support system and controls patient leg movements in the sagittal plane (Figure 1) . The Lokomat hip and knee joints are actuated by linear drives, which are integrated in an exoskeletal structure. A rubber foot lifter induces passive ankle dorsiflexion during the swing phase. The patient's legs are moved with highly repeatable predefined hip-and knee-joint trajectories on the basis of a position-control strategy. Hip-and knee-joint torques are determined from force sensors integrated inside the Lokomat [9, 41] .
Since the Lokomat became commercially available in 2000, it has been used for gait training in individuals with various medical diagnoses. To date, several studies have examined the therapeutic and functional effects of gait training with the Lokomat in the SCI, stroke, and TBI patient populations. In one study, Lokomat gait training had a modest effect on cardiovascular intensity in a single patient who had sustained a motor complete SCI. Despite the patient's inability to actively assist with walking, Lokomat gait training increased heart rate, oxygen consumption, and minute ventilation [42] . Whether patients with various degrees of incomplete SCI can be aerobically trained and whether this can alter cardiovascular and metabolic functions still need further investigation. A secondary goal of robot-aided training is assisting in cardiovascular and metabolic exercise. A large number of patients with SCI could potentially benefit from aerobic exercise [43] . Wirz et al. examined individuals who were more than 2 years postmotor incomplete [29] . While aerobic exercise only slightly influenced balance and gait kinematics, the investigators found significant improvements in overground walking speed and endurance. Similar improvements in overground walking speed, endurance, and isolated muscle strength were observed in a study with several patients with acute SCI [44] .
In a separate study with eight individuals with TBI, a temporary digression was observed in overground walking speed and endurance performance during the initial days of Lokomat gait training [45] . By the end of training, however, significant improvements in overground gait speed and endurance, combined with improvements in spasticity and muscle strength scores, were observed.
A single-case or ABA design study with 16 stroke patients of different etiologies revealed greatly improved function, muscle strength, and walking endurance [46] . The patients' walking speed and ability to perform selective movements were not enhanced. In both treatment groups, Lokomat gait training was superior to training with conventional physiotherapy. After training, patients walked more symmetrically with improved ankle dorsiflexion during the swing phase, demonstrated a stable stance phase with reduced spasticity, and developed adequate equilibrium reactions [46] .
The Lokomat has been suggested to be predestined for patients with acute SCI who are too weak to walk overground without external support and thus require the assistance of several therapists to perform body-weightsupported treadmill training [44] .
PATIENT-COOPERATIVE MOTION GENERATION Overview
Patient-cooperative strategies automatically recognize the patient's movement intention, muscular efforts, and passive musculoskeletal constraints and adapt the robotic assistance to the patient. In this section, we present patient-cooperative strategies that record the patient's movement efforts so as to make the robot behavior flexible and adaptive. Three different technical concepts were applied to the Lokomat gait trainer: (1) impedance-control methods that make the Lokomat soft and compliant, (2) adaptive-control methods that adjust the reference trajectory and/or controller to the individual patient, and (3) a motion-reinforcement strategy that supports patientinduced movements. First experimental results on a nondisabled subject and a subject with paralysis show that the idea of patient-cooperative control technically works [9, 41, [47] [48] .
Subsequent studies will carry out a broad clinical evaluation for assessing the therapeutic effects of these patient-cooperative strategies. An important question to be answered by this evaluation is whether patientcooperative strategies can potentially stimulate active participation (i.e., motivation). For example, will muscle activation that affects the patient's walking pattern produce a feeling of success? Another question is whether patient-cooperative strategies maximize the therapeutic outcome compared with standard overground gait training and position-controlled treadmill training.
Impedance Control
Since Hogan first introduced impedance controllers more than 20 years ago, they have become well established in the fields of robotics and human-system interaction [6] [7] [8] . Basically, application of an impedancecontrol strategy to robot-aided treadmill training will allow variable deviation from a given leg trajectory rather than imposing a rigid gait pattern. The deviation depends on the patient's effort and behavior. An adjustable moment is applied at each joint so that the leg stays within a defined range along the trajectory. The moment can be described as a zero order (stiffness) or higher order (usually first or second order) function of angular position and its derivatives. This moment is more generally called "mechanical impedance." Figure 2 depicts a block diagram of an impedance controller as applied to the Lokomat gait trainer [47] [48] [49] .
The impedance controller was tested on several nondisabled subjects and one subject with incomplete paraplegia [48] . Prior to the impedance-control mode, subjects walked in a position-control loop. Angular deviations increased with increasing robot compliance as the robot applied a smaller amount of force to guide the human legs along a given trajectory.
Note that with this controller, the patient has to apply force to achieve a deviation from the preprogrammed fixed trajectory. Thus, patients with severe paraplegia are more or less restricted to the given trajectory and have only limited possibilities to change the gait pattern. On the other hand, involuntary muscle contractions, such as those produced by high muscle tone, spasms, or reflexes, can affect the movement and may yield a physiologically incorrect gait pattern depending on the magnitude of the chosen impedance. In contrast, patients with minor to moderate motor deficits stated that the gentle behavior of the robot felt good and comfortable. The impedancecontrol strategy perfectly suits hemiplegic patients because the intact and the paralyzed contralateral legs can be treated by different impedance values.
The impedance controllers presented in Figure 2 and Riener et al. [47] [48] are restricted to fixed reference trajectories. In contrast, some groups have proposed more advanced impedance controllers in which the reference adapts to patient performance [9, 50] .
Adaptive Control
The main disadvantage of the impedance-control strategy is that it is based on a fixed-reference trajectory and the actual movement can easily and promptly deviate from the desired one, e.g., after unwanted muscle contractions. Individual adjustments of the gait trajectory are difficult and can only be manually modified based on the therapist's qualitative observations. Jezernik et al. have developed several control algorithms that automatically adapt the reference trajectory of different reference-based controllers and/or the impedance magnitude of an impedance controller to the individual patient's desired motion (Figure 3) [9, 41] . In these control algorithms, the human represents a component of the control system that influences the overall system behavior (i.e., motion). Since the involvement of human control necessarily promotes patient activity during the exercise, the outcome of movement training with adaptive control of human-robot interaction is expected to result in better therapy outcomes.
Experimental results were obtained via an online adaptation of the reference trajectories of an individual with incomplete SCI [9, 41] . After following the prespecified Lokomat motion until the 60th step, the patient produced voluntary efforts that changed the reference trajectory such that a modified trajectory (the patient's preferred) was obtained. The adaptation of particular gait parameters resulted in a considerable change in hip reference trajectory.
The adaptation algorithms demonstrated that patientdriven training is possible. The reference trajectory changes in a way that minimizes interaction forces between the patient and the Lokomat. The strategy is robust with respect to nonrepetitive undeliberate muscle contractions (e.g., spasms). Experiments have shown that the best performance was achieved by a combined adaptive and impedance controller with the advantages of both strategies [41] .
Patient-Driven Motion Reinforcement
Patient-driven motion reinforcement (PDMR) control was first presented by Riener and Fuhr for the control of FES-supported, patient-induced standing-up and sittingdown movements [51] . Here, the actual movement initiated by the patient is recorded and fed into an inverse dynamic patient model for determination of the robot moment contribution that maintains the patient-induced movement (Figure 4) . This means that the patient has to apply some voluntary efforts to obtain a movement that is supported by the robot. A scaling factor K can be introduced to vary the supporting moment.
The PDMR controller was tested on several nondisabled subjects and one subject with paralysis, which enabled them to walk at their own walking speeds and patterns. The Lokomat, as well as the treadmill speed, adapt to human muscle efforts and support the patient's leg movement, e.g., by compensating for gravity-and velocity-dependent effects. To use this controller, the patient must have sufficient voluntary force to induce the robot-supported movement. For guiding patients with stronger motor deficits, the PDMR controller can be combined with the just-mentioned reference-based impedance controller.
Potential Advantages of Patient-Cooperative Controllers
Patient-cooperative strategies are expected to stimulate active participation by the patient. Such strategies may also potentially increase the patient's motivation because muscle activation changes will be reflected in the walking pattern and cause a consistent feeling of success. Furthermore, the gait variations introduced by the patient-cooperative controllers yield afferent feedback variations that retrain the neural networks in the spinal cord. This feedback can challenge the neuronal systems and lead to favorable training effects in SCI and hemiparetic patients [52] [53] .
The principal unanswered question is, Will patientcooperative strategies maximize therapeutic outcome in terms of reduced therapy duration and improved gait, posture, and balance quality, as compared with fixed-reference controllers? Furthermore, how do the therapeutic effects change depending on the kind of patient-cooperative controller being applied to the patient?
Further clinical research is required for answering these questions and determining which strategy leads to the best rehabilitation outcome. Further studies are also required to formulate an assignment function between the patient's motor score and the optimal patient-cooperative controller.
BIOFEEDBACK
Biofeedback Principles
Natural, as well as artificial, optimization processes require detectable performance quantities, which are optimized in a certain way. In the human body, these performance quantities are obtained by proprioceptive feedback of movements, forces, visual impressions, sound, etc. However, perception may be disturbed or missing either because the user lacks appropriate afferent input from receptors (e.g., after peripheral nervous system injuries) or has not learned to perform the optimization procedure (e.g., after congenital lesions of the central or vegetative nervous system).
In such cases, artificial sensors can be used for recording the performance quantities (or related values that can be used for determining performance) and feeding them back to the user. Because biological quantities are transferred to a biological system (human) via artificial feedback, the term "biofeedback" has been introduced and become widely accepted.
To make the artificial feedback signals perceptible and allow the patient to react to the signal, technical display devices are required, such as graphic monitors, loudspeakers, vibrators, or haptic displays. The kind of display device depends not only on the application and ergonomic issues but also on the pathology (when biofeedback is applied to a patient). For patients with minor lesions, the display can enhance the affected sensory input. In severe cases, another nonaffected perceptible modality can be chosen as a substitute for the affected sensory function and allow the patient to perceive even "invisible" information.
Biofeedback Applied to Gait Rehabilitation
Several research groups suggest the application of biofeedback principles for gait rehabilitation of patients with stroke [32, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , cerebral palsy (CP) [63] , incomplete paraplegia [64] , spina bifida [65] , or arthritis [66] .
Many studies detect motor functions or performance by electromyographic (EMG) recordings [54] [55] [56] [57] [63] [64] . As an alternative or extension to EMG recordings, kinematic quantities have also been used [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] , e.g., joint angles of the ankle [56] [57] or the knee [58] , the distance between left and right knee joints [59] , step length [60, 66] , and stance duration [61, 64, 66, [68] [69] . Kinetic measures have been used as well, such as ground reaction forces and plantar pressure values [68] [69] . No study has used biofeedback of joint moments during walking, although such joint moments could be estimated by an inverse dynamic approach.
The recorded signals are processed and fed back to the patients via visual displays [60, 63] , acoustic displays [58] [59] 61, 64, 68] , or both [54, 57, 64, 66, 69] . Some research groups also use vibrotactile displays to generate tactile impressions on the skin [65, [67] [68] .
In a simple manner, the information can be presented to the patient only by graphical elements, such as numbers, bars, or graphs. A more advanced method is the application of virtual reality (VR) technologies. Here the measured patient activity, such as gait speed, muscle activity, and leg and foot motion patterns, is displayed by graphical or audiovisual animations and provide a realistic impression to the patient. The goal is for the patient to feel present in a virtual environment while continuously confronted with information about his or her motor performance during the training in an easy, intuitive way. VR can make training therapies more exciting for the patient, thus motivating him or her to train longer and more often. Several research groups have applied VR to physical therapy of upper [70] [71] [72] and lower limbs [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] .
The clinical evidence for a beneficial effect of biofeedback is controversial. Van Peppen et al. did not find a significant difference in gait speed when they pooled 7 appropriate studies out of 16 identified in a systematic literature review [62] . The summary effect size of biofeedback on the active range of motion was also not significant (based on four pooled studies). In comparison, Teasell et al. did not pool results from different studies but rather counted the studies with positive versus negative outcome effects; from this systematic review, eight of nine studies showed a positive biofeedback effect [32] .
Wolf and Binder-MacLeod investigated the effects of EMG-biofeedback during arm rehabilitation of 22 patients with hemiplegia [79] . In comparison with a control group (n = 9), improved neuromuscular parameters were observed, whereas functional changes were absent. In contrast, Inglis et al. showed that, compared with conventional therapy, biofeedback improved functional properties, such as muscle force, active range of movement, and motor recovery of patients with hemiplegia [80] . Several further studies reported positive functional effects of EMG biofeedback applied to stroke patients [81] [82] .
In conclusion, we interpret the available evidence as demonstrating a positive effect of biofeedback on motor recovery and see the potential for wider benefit in neurological rehabilitation.
Force-Based Biofeedback with Lokomat
Optimal training effects during gait training depend on appropriate performance feedback. Compared with manually assisted treadmill training, robot-aided gait training involves a loss of physical interaction between therapist and patient. Thus, assessing the patient's contribution during training and providing necessary feedback and instructions are difficult for the therapist. For the patient, the quality of movement and extent of activity are significant performance measures that are not easily assessed subjectively, particularly when he or she also has deficits in sensation, proprioception, and cognition.
The Lokomat is instrumented with potentiometers and force transducers and, thus, is capable of providing online feedback about joint movement and joint moment production, respectively. Numerous other parameters, such as stride length, gait symmetry, and EMG activity, could also be measured and used as biofeedback values. The challenge, however, is deriving performance (biofeedback) values that can be related to the patient's jointtorque-related activity as the patient is mounted inside a joint-torque-producing device. These values should be adequately comprehensive for training specific aspects of the gait pattern, while enabling easy presentation by graphical, acoustical, or tactile displays to both the patient and the therapist. The patient should be motivated to improve his or her gait pattern during therapy, while the therapist can evaluate the patient's effort, provide instructions, and assess the therapeutic progress.
We previously described implementation of a forcebiofeedback strategy for the Lokomat [48, 83] . For each gait cycle phase (i = 1 for stance, i = 2 for swing), weighted averages of the torques T measured in the instrumented joint drives ( j = 1 for hip, j = 2 for knee) are calculated independently and thus yield four biofeedback values B i,j for each stride and leg
The weight functions w i,j were selected for providing positive biofeedback values when the patient performs therapeutically desirable activities. The torque outputs of the drives give direct information about the patient's activity and performance during movement generation with respect to the reference trajectory provided by the Lokomat. If the patient moves actively and follows the reference trajectory exactly, no interaction torques between the robot and patient will result. Torques in the drives that move the robot itself can be neglected or computationally compensated. If the patient behaves in a passive way (e.g., because of paresis or lack of motivation), the robot has to exert torque additional to the torque required for Lokomat joint rotation to maintain the desired reference trajectory. Conversely, if the patient tries to move faster than the reference trajectory, then the robot requires less torque.
Weight functions were chosen that lead to positive feedback when the patient performs therapeutically desirable movements and negative feedback for nonphysiological movements, e.g., when the patient resists the flexion of the hip during swing phase. For the swing phase, weight functions are proportional to the corresponding joint angular velocity. This condition will favor active hip flexion that supports the swing phase, and positive feedback for the knee joint is given for active flexion in the first half of the swing phase (lifting the foot off the ground) and for extension during the second half (preparing for heel contact). For the stance phase, the most important function is the weight support (i.e., continuous active knee extension). The weight function for the knee was constant.
This approach provides four biofeedback values for each stride and leg. The values are available immediately after each step. The data have to be displayed in an easily accessible fashion because some patients with neurological injuries or diseases who require gait retraining also have cognitive deficits (e.g., deficits that occur after TBI). Thus, such patients benefit from a reduction to one value each gait phase and a visually appealing display (e.g., traffic light or smiley face) to reflect performance, whereas patients with SCI often prefer line graphs that display a complete data set, including a short history of past performance values.
Discussion of Lokomat Biofeedback
The Lokomat biofeedback approach allows the detection and improvement of gait-phase-dependent kinetic muscle strength. However, this approach does not directly show whether patients will improve their ability to generate physiologically correct kinematic gait patterns. The reason for this limitation is that the biofeedback mode requires the movements to be position-controlled with respect to a predefined reference pattern, which prevents the patients from performing their preferred movement. One of the just-mentioned cooperative-control strategies could be implemented and thus allow deviations from the predefined reference trajectory so that the patients can adapt their movements to an individual and physiologically optimal trajectory. In the future, an advanced biofeedback strategy should be capable of classifying the patient's contributions not only to the desired force but also to his or her movement.
ASSESSMENT
Assessment Principles
Performance during gait retraining is not the only important measure in rehabilitation. Additional primary and secondary impairments that originate from TBI or SCI commonly include muscle weakness, spasticity, and joint contractures. Muscle strength, muscle tone, and joint range of motion of the lower limb are parameters that can be measured by a properly instrumented robotic gait device.
Traditionally, muscle strength is clinically evaluated manually and graded on an ordinal scale (British Medical Research Council manual muscle test). Isometric strength can also be measured by handheld dynamometers, which yield an objective measure of force. Furthermore, commercial machines are available that measure isometric or isokinetic muscle strength. For muscle hypertonia, such as spasticity, the manually performed Ashworth scale is commonly used and easily implemented in the clinical setting [84] [85] . Other manual tests for assessing spasticity include neurophysiological methods (e.g., elicitation of reflexes [86] ) and biomechanical methods (e.g., passive pendulum tests [87] [88] ). Joint range of motion is
usually evaluated manually with a passive goniometer that measures the angular extent of movement.
These measures provide important functional improvement indicators for the therapist and patient. Performing each test during each rehabilitation session would be time-consuming. However, tests that measure these parameters could be implemented through appropriate instrumentation of robotic devices. Enhancement of robotic gait trainers is viable because no additional acquisitions are required. For example, force transducers integrated in the hip and knee joints of exoskeletal robotic devices-such as the Lokomat-evaluate muscle strength and voluntary force. Potentiometers offer a convenient method of extracting joint range-of-motion information. Last but not least, imposing joint movements at different speeds and concomitant measurements from force transducers may possibly evaluate passive joint stiffness as well as active and passive muscle properties. Integrating assessment instruments with robotic gait trainers offers advantages to both the therapist and patient in quantitative measures of progress, outcome, cost, and time efficiency.
Automated Spasticity Assessment
Spasticity is an alteration in muscle activation with increased tone and reflexes. It is a common effect of neurological disorders and injuries that affect the upper motor neuron, e.g., in TBI or SCI. Formally, spasticity is "a motor disorder characterized by a velocity-dependent increase of tonic stretch reflexes (muscle tone) with exaggerated tendon jerks, resulting from hyperexitability of stretch reflexes" [89] . It presents as increased joint resistance during passive movements. Recently, Sanger et al. introduced a more functional rather than physiological definition of spasticity as "a velocity-dependent resistance of a muscle to stretch" [90] .
Spasticity can negatively influence limb movement and lead to unwanted, nonfunctional, or even dangerous movements. It can also prevent intended movements because the increased muscle tone or reflexes can counteract the voluntary muscle activation. However, some patients actively rely on their spasticity to support voluntary muscle activation, e.g., to extend the legs while they are standing [91] . For better assessment of the individual advantages and disadvantages of spasticity, exact measurement and assessment of spasticity are important before and after any therapy that may potentially modify spasticity.
A multitude of methods for spasticity assessment can be found in the literature, which reflects the different definitions and clinical requirements of spasticity. Spasticity is most commonly evaluated by the Ashworth scale [84] or modified Ashworth scale (MAS) [85] . In both tests, the examiner moves the patient's limb while the patient remains passive. The examiner rates the encountered mechanical resistance to passive movement on a scale from 0 to 4, with a higher score indicating more resistance. However, this evaluation is subject to variable factors, such as the speed of the movement used during the examination and the examiner's experience.
Several research groups use isokinetic machines to estimate the level of spasticity. Most groups apply ramp or ramp-and-hold trajectories to generate passive limb movements while estimating the resistive joint torque [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . Other groups use sinusoidal patterns [98] or randomized rectangles [99] [100] . This kind of automated spasticity assessment has been tested on subjects with SCI and children with CP. The test-retest reliability of instrumented spasticity measurements is high [101] [102] . In Kakebeeke et al.'s study, the reliability of isokinetic measurements increased with the test velocity [97] . The best correlation between instrumented and manual measurements was observed for high and low spasticity levels, whereas correlations appeared inconsistent at medium spasticity levels [103] . The instrumented methods often are not suitable for clinical applications because they are expensive, inconvenient, and much more time-consuming than manual methods.
Spasticity evaluation can also be performed with rehabilitation robots capable of simultaneously measuring joint movement and torque. The advantage of using rehabilitation robots, such as the Lokomat, is that extra time and effort is not required for mounting the measurement system to the patient. The spasticity evaluation can be performed immediately before and after the usual robot-aided training.
Lokomat-Aided Spasticity Assessment
To use the Lokomat for spasticity evaluation, the patient is lifted from the treadmill by a body-weight support system so that the feet can freely move without touching the ground. Then, the Lokomat performs controlled displacements of each of the four actuated joints, subsequently at different velocities. The trajectories are sine-squared functions that replicate the movements applied by an examiner performing a manual Ashworth scale assessment. Measured joint torques T and joint angles φ are used to calculate the elastic stiffness K as slope of the linear regression as
Because the recorded torques also include passive physical effects of the Lokomat and the human leg, the measured torque T is compensated for inertial, gravitational, coriolis, and frictional components obtained from an identified segmental model of the orthosis and the human leg [104] .
The elastic stiffness of 42 subjects with neurological disorders was correlated with the MAS score that was obtained right before the automated measurement ( Figure 5 ). In general, higher mechanical stiffness was observed in joints with higher spasticity (MAS score 2 to 4). The stiffness values for MAS scores 0, 1, and 1+ * do not differ because these values are classified according to the presence of transient resistance phases ("catches"), which cannot be detected by the linear regression just presented.
Although experimentally determined stiffness increased with increasing spasticity, a clear relationship between stiffness values and MAS scores could not be established (Figure 5) . The correlation between manually determined spasticity and automated stiffness measurement may improve with modified data analysis methods and further experiments with enhanced manual spasticity evaluation procedures (e.g., EMG-based or with more Ashworth scale examiners).
Discussion of Robot-Aided Spasticity Evaluation with Lokomat
The main advantage of robot-aided spasticity evaluation is that the data obtained are reproducible, comparable, and unaffected by the individual variations usually observed among different examiners performing the Ashworth scale. However, variations in patient positioning within the Lokomat have to be minimized because they may result in erroneous stiffness (or MAS) predictions.
The method is attractive for patients performing robot-aided gait training because no additional efforts are required (i.e., having to put the patient in a separate measurement device). On the other hand, one should note that this kind of spasticity evaluation does not provide insight into the muscle-specific proportioning or neural innervation of the muscles.
Automated Assessment of Biomechanical Quantities with Lokomat
Further parameters that can be assessed by the Lokomat are maximum voluntary muscle effort, range of motion, and other gait parameters. To estimate the maximum voluntary efforts, the examiner sets the Lokomat to position-control mode with a static hip-and knee-joint angle reference to produce isometric measurement conditions. The examiner instructs the patient to generate joint moments in flexion and extension directions. The moments generated are measured by the force transducers inside the Lokomat and are continuously displayed to the patient and the examiner. Maximum moments for flexion and extension are also computed and displayed. Preliminary tests have been performed with three patients with SCI and four controls.
To measure range of motion, the examiner moves the patient's leg, which is mounted inside the Lokomat, until * On the MAS, 1+ represents a score between 1 and 2. the passive moment produced by the patient's joint reaches a high value. The angle is recorded by the position sensors of the Lokomat and processed for further assessment. One deficiency of the current Lokomat version is that-for reasons of safety and functionality-range of motion is limited to values typical for human gait. Thus, only patients with limited range of motions can benefit from this Lokomat assessment function. Besides assessment of physiological parameters, this test represents an additional safety feature because contractures and other joint limitations (e.g., due to pain, shortened tendons) become quantifiable and can be used for reducing the risk of joint injury during robot-aided training.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Robots can support patient therapy; however, pure automation alone may yield only limited therapeutic improvements. That robots should behave in a humancentered way to maximize therapeutic outcome is assumed. In this article, we suggest enhancing robot-aided treadmill training by two novel human-centered approaches. In the first approach, we suggest that the robot takes into account the patient's individual intentions, efforts, and musculoskeletal properties. In this approach, robot movement and torques that act between robot and patient are measured, processed, and fed back for controlling the robot in a patient-cooperative manner and informing patient and therapist about the voluntary patient efforts (biofeedback). The second approach is the use of robots for recording and providing values for individual performance assessment. Passive and active muscle properties can be recorded before, during, or after training for evaluation of functional status and therapeutic outcome.
The high potential for future robot-aided treadmill training lies in combining both approaches and merging robot-aided training with robot-aided assessment. Thus, only one device is used for both training and assessment. No additional donning and doffing efforts are necessary because the patient can use the training device for assessment before, during, or after therapy. Furthermore, the instrumented robotic actuation makes training, as well as assessment, not only repeatable but also recordable. This is an important prerequisite for the intra-and intersubject comparisons that the therapist requires to evaluate the rehabilitation process. In summary, human-centered rehabilitation robotics has a high potential for making future gait therapy easier, more comfortable, and more efficient. However, broad clinical testing is still required to prove these assumptions.
Future careful clinical evaluations should be performed with a large population of different patient groups, including patients with incomplete paraplegia, patients with hemiplegia after stroke, patients with TBI, and other groups that may benefit, such as patients with MS, CP, and Parkinson's disease. The different human-centered strategies can be compared based on quantitative data (e.g., energy consumption and gait performance) as well as qualitative information from the therapist and patient (e.g., therapist acceptance and patient comfort).
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